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Challenge: algorithm-based decision making
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Testing the Unexpected:
Model-based system validation
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Our approach

Fortissimo 2 Experiment 908
Massively Parallel Virtual Testing of Safety-Relevant Driving Systems

ISV & Domain expert: Spicetech GmbH
HPC expert: XLAB d.o.o.
HPC centre: Höchstleistungsrechenzentrum Stuttgart
End-user: Automotive suppliers / Car manufacturers represented by Valeo and Porsche
Challenge 1: Scenario modeling

Intensity of ambient light (Var A)
Density of fog (Var B)

Classification of Object A

Classification of Object B

- Speed of object B (Var C)
- Color of object B (Var D)
- Color of lane marks (Var E)
- Texture of pavement (Var F)
- Color of pavement (Var G)
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Challenge 2: Multi-dimensionality

- strictly $n$-dimensional data model
- pre- and postprocessing separated to condense results
- systematic quantification of variational space
- MPI-parallel scenario distribution
Challenge 3: Machine Learning

- validation basis: broad grid in $n$-dimensional space
- fast explorer: based on local support vector machines
- systematic enhancement of validation: test prioritization by uncertainty / cost function
Key benefits

• Service gives fast and reliable feedback for functional development and maturity of systems

• Iterative improvements of systems leads to multiple usage of service

• Service will significantly reduce on road testing costs and time
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